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The evolving East Asian geopolitical context often gives rise to dire predictions 

about how the ongoing naval arms acquisitions would fuel a naval arms race and 

potentially, war. This is in no small part inspired by past historical antecedents, in 

particular the Anglo-German Dreadnought battleship race in the run-up to the First 

World War. Certainly, it would be over-simplistic to attribute that war to that factor 

alone when a host of factors conspired to make conflict inevitable. 

The key question is whether those ingredients exist in East Asia. First, there are 

existing interstate animosities in the region over historical and contemporary 

differences, such as maritime sovereignty and jurisdictional issues. Second, many 

East Asian countries are engaged in varying degrees of naval arms acquisitions, 

some of which clearly targeted at each other.  

But one should not overlook certain key differences between the present and past 

contexts. At least in contemporary East Asia, there are numerous mechanisms that 

facilitate confidence-building and practical security cooperation. Whether these 

existing platforms are effective or otherwise remains debatable, though it would be 

unfair to dismiss them outright when many policymakers in the region view them 

favorably overall. 

Beyond this debate about regional institutions, much of the dire predictions about 

an East Asian naval arms race and at times alarmist concerns about war that could 

break out over those outstanding maritime disputes may have been predicated on 

the belief that naval armaments are destabilizing. But is that always the case?  

Armaments imbued with such characteristics as being highly mobile typically tend 

to be associated with the offensive. Modern warships, combining immense mobility, 

endurance, range, detection capability, firepower and protection, clearly fit the bill. 

However, warships are generally dual-functional platforms. Depending on their 

designed functions, their offensive capabilities vary. 

Take for example, the case of amphibious landing ships. Unlike destroyers and 

frigates acquired by East Asian navies today, these vessels are ungainly designs 

optimized to embark and disembark personnel, vehicles and materiel. Modern 
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amphibious landing ships can dispatch smaller landing craft and conduct helicopter 

operations, while also under-armed – primarily for self-defense. Yet these ships are 

popular buys in East Asia.  

Often overlooked is that the popularity of amphibious landing ships began 

following the Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami in December 2004, which 

served as a painful lesson for East Asian navies which had hitherto focused on 

acquiring warfighting assets such as frigates and submarines instead of better 

amphibious sealift assets. This lesson was further driven home by subsequent 

natural calamities – Cyclone Nargis in 2008, and Super Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. 

In many of these instances, East Asian navies contributed amphibious landing 

assets. For example, Singapore mobilized its Endurance-class landing platform 

docks (LPDs) for disaster relief in Banda Aceh following the tsunami. The Japanese 

through-deck “helicopter destroyer” JS Ise assisted in post-Haiyan relief. The 

Filipinos, smarted by their Haiyan experience, decided to rectify their shortfalls by 

acquiring two Indonesian-built LPDs, designated Strategic Support Vessels.  

The proliferation of amphibious landing ships should be a welcome act. But this 

exposes the problem usually associated with naval armaments – that they can 

perform both defensive and offensive functions. Such vessels can be employed for 

both amphibious assault operations and peacetime humanitarian assistance and 

disaster relief operations.  

Before one starts to argue that acquiring them would contribute to a naval arms 

race, it is important to recognize that amphibious landing ships contribute to 

regional stability. Imagine the consequences should there be no timely relief 

delivered by these assets to the disaster zones – scores of displaced victims and 

the transboundary impact upon their neighbors? 

Instead of harping on sovereignty and jurisdictional disputes, a better way to look 

at East Asian maritime security is to recognize that there are more pressing, day-

to-day problems concerning good order at sea. Failure to properly address these 

immediate challenges has strategic ramifications spanning both external and 

domestic dimensions.  

Tackling maritime challenges, especially non-traditional ones such as piracy and 

sea robbery, as well as illegal fishing, require enforcement at sea alongside land-

based measures. Many East Asian countries, especially in Southeast Asia, face 
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persistent capacity shortfalls, especially the lack of offshore capabilities to project 

force and sustained presence out to their exclusive economic zones. They often 

found themselves conceding the initiative to perpetrators – such as the numerous 

Sulu Sea “kidnap for ransom” incidents. 

Without requisite enforcement capabilities to tackle these immediate challenges, 

the political legitimacy of those governments in the eyes of their domestic 

constituents are at stake. This is an often-overlooked point; many of these 

countries – especially in Southeast Asia – have a short history of independent 

statehood and their ruling elites derive legitimacy not just from addressing bread-

and-butter issues but also, safeguarding national maritime interests against 

external predation.  

Acquiring naval assets and using them to police waters is not merely a practical 

but also politically symbolic act – also to demonstrate to the international 

community their resolve to police their own waters. At the height of the Malacca 

Strait piracy and sea robbery incidents in the early 2000s, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Singapore and Thailand constituted the Malacca Strait Patrols and embarked on 

their own capacity-building. Foreign assistances were fiscal and technical, not 

direct policing which would be seen as undermining national sovereignty and 

jurisdictional rights. 

In conclusion, while one should not dismiss legitimate concerns about the 

potentially dire consequences of naval acquisitions, it is necessary to recognize 

that naval armaments are dual-functional, which lends to their ambiguity when 

utilized in such ambiguous medium as the seas. Instead of viewing them through a 

“destabilization” lens, one may see them as contributing to regional stability. A 

naval arms race would be a mischaracterization. Preventing regional countries from 

acquiring the means they need to tackle immediate maritime challenges may cause 

national insecurities and result in regional instability instead. 
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